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pentecostal self-identifi cation for a better understanding why some are more 
likely than others to report extensive and enduring experiences of God’s love.  

    Denominational Grids and Experiencing God’s Love   
 Th ere are scores of recognized Christian denominations in the United States 
that are commonly reduced to several religious families. Traditional group-
ings include Catholic (comprising 17 percent of the GLNS sample), evangeli-
cal or conservative Protestant (24 percent of the sample), mainline Protestant 
(15 percent), and historically black Protestant (10 percent).   14    In our analysis 
we have also included the following as distinct groups: Hispanic Catholics 
(8 percent of the sample), Hispanic Protestants (4 percent), and, for compar-
ative purposes, those who claim no religious affi  liation (14 percent). Although 
all of the Christian denominations would teach about the love of God, the 
degree to which it is  experienced  diff ers greatly. As shown in  fi gure  2.1    , the 
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    figure 2.1  Percentage of American Adults Scoring in the Highest Th ird of the Divine 
Love Scale, by Denominational Affi  liation, Gender, and Race/Ethnicity     
  (Source: 2009 GLNS;  N  = 1,208)  
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than in others. By no means, however, is it limited to Pentecostal congrega-
tions and to nondenominational churches that self-label as “charismatic.” 

 Th e pentecostal worldview is nurtured by a wide array of communities—
Pentecostal and charismatic congregations, parachurch organizations, net-
works and conferences, radio/television, and virtual networking—where 
followers can learn to move with the fl ow of personal religious experience and 
fi nd grids for interpreting these experiences. What is shared in these live and 
virtual communities is a common transcendent worldview that speaks of a 
world of possibilities rather than particular doctrines, defi ned ritual practices, 
or denominational involvement. Pentecostal reality is a curious blend of pre-
modern miracles, modern technology, and postmodern mysticism in which 
the natural world is mixed with the supernatural. Signs and wonders analo-
gous to those described in premodern biblical accounts of dreams and visions; 
prophetic proclamations; miraculous, divine provisions; and other ways of 
knowing beyond the fi ve senses are expected as normal events in the lives of 
believers. It is an approach to knowing that challenges an overly rational 
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    figure 2.2  Percentage of American Adults Self-Identifying as Pentecostal or Charismatic 
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(spiritual, physical, and/or emotional) is quite prominent in the lives of many 
exemplars, but it can be viewed as a subtype of renewal/revival because of the 
strong focus in early Christianity on healing. In other words, healing minis-
tries provide a kind of outreach that seeks to revitalize the larger church and 
draw attention to practices that were once normative. Healing comes close to 
being a subtype of community service, but the emphasis on the supernatural 
distinguishes it from homeless shelters and soup kitchens, which are primarily 
focused on meeting material needs rather than spiritual ones. Th is distinction 
is somewhat arbitrary in practice, as some ministries were more holistic, 
off ering food, shelter, and spiritual healing as well as various kinds of physical 
and psychological healing. In most cases there is an easily identifi ed dominant 
theme.   1    We refer to people engaged in these three diff erent ideal types of 
ministry as  Servers ,  Renewers , or  Changers , respectively (see  table  3.1    ).   

 As we have done in the previous chapters, we will continue to draw from 
the range of these interviews for our illustrations, but a special spotlight rests 
on fi ve interviewees whom we will introduce in this chapter and whose stories 
will unfold throughout subsequent chapters. Each one has been placed within 
a typology (see  table  3.2    ) that has been constructed from the GLNS survey 
questions on extensive benevolence and on pentecostal  identity. Th e typology 
consists of four distinct yet permeable categories: (1) Global Mystics, inter-
viewees with high scores on both extensive benevolence and the pentecostal 

     Table 3.1   Types of Benevolent Service   

   Type    Focus   

  1. Servers  Engaging in community service (e.g., serving meals at a soup 
kitchen, providing medical help at a free clinic, giving shelter to the 
homeless)  

  2. Renewers  Th e supernatural revitalization of the larger church through the 
biblical practices recorded in the book of Acts (such as prophecy, 
healing, miracles, deliverance, and speaking in tongues), believed to 
be signs of the coming kingdom of God  

  3. Changers  Advocacy or direct action intended to alter inequitable social 
arrangements, foster peace and justice, and bring institutions into 
conformity with the kingdom of God (e.g., protesting military 
operations, working to pass legislation that provides greater access 
to health care, standing in solidarity with oppressed groups during 
rallies, infl uencing public opinion through words and deeds)  
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worldview; (2) Global Planners, those with high scores on extensive  benevolence 
but low on the pentecostal worldview; (3) Local Mystics, those with low scores 
on extensive benevolence but high scores on the pentecostal worldview; and 
(4) Local Planners, those with low scores on both extensive benevolence and 
pentecostal worldview (but high on benevolence at the local level).    

    Global Mystic: Heidi Baker (Iris Ministries)   
 Although Heidi Baker holds a PhD in systematic theology from King’s College 
London, what immediately struck Margaret, even prior to the formal inter-
view, was Heidi’s simple childlike faith. With a warm voice that seemed to 
bring spring to a cold autumn Pennsylvania day, Heidi began our time together 
by saying, “Most things in our life are not compartmentalized. It’s all about 
him, loving him and making his love felt to other people. It’s just so simple!” 
We referred to some of life’s “big questions” in  chapter  1    , including the issue of 
delineating one’s responsibilities to other people. For Heidi it is all about love 
and changing the world through the simple power of love in action. She is “com-
pelled by love.”   2    When she senses that God has put a person in her path, she has 
no choice but to stop and literally be God’s love in that moment. Th is obedi-
ence to love might require her to adopt an orphan, respond with kindness to 
an attacker, expose herself to a deadly disease, or feed the multitudes. 

 Despite the Herculean work performed since 1980 by Iris Ministries,   3    the 
international ministerial organization founded by Heidi and her husband 
Rolland, Heidi insisted, “It’s never about me. We all just do our little thing, 
but that’s exciting! We can’t take on the responsibility where we think, ‘If we 
are not there it all falls apart.’ Th at’s a very sad thing. It’s about the body [refer-
ring to the body of Christ, i.e., the Church] and the family [the family of 
God] and all of us doing our part. It’s very freeing—and it lets us rest, giving 

     Table 3.2   Godly Love Exemplar Typology   

   Extensive Benevolence   

  High  Low  

   
Pentecostal Worldview  

 High   Global Mystics  
(H. Baker) 

  Local Mystics  
(S. Witt)  

  Low   Global Planners  
(P. Alexander) 

  Local Planners  
(A. Beiler, 
H. Daughtry)  
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and those who are unaffi  liated with any particular denomination (16 percent). 
Th ose who self-identify with the pentecostal worldview are more likely to 
report their lives to be fi lled with meaning and purpose (31 percent) than 
those who do not claim pentecostal identity (22 percent). Of particular 
interest for our discussion of spiritual transformation in this chapter is the 
relationship between existential well-being and benevolence, including the 
role that self-identifying as a born-again Christian may play. Over three-
fourths (77 percent) of those who  did not  regard themselves as born-again 
Christians scored low (i.e., in the bottom quartile) on existential well-being, 
compared with less than one-quarter (23 percent) of self-described born-again 
Christians.   15    

 We present this assortment of relevant statistics to demonstrate that, while 
the narratives of our select group of interviewees may seem extraordinary, 
they refl ect the spiritual transformations of millions of Americans represented 
in our national sample. A clearer description of the role that particular cultural 
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    Heidi Baker: A Case Study of Spiritual Transformations   
    Th reefold Primary Spiritual Transformation   

 As a child Heidi was oft en taken to an Episcopal church by her nonpracticing 
Catholic father and her Episcopalian mother. She described her parents as 
being “not particularly religious”—“my father was Ivy League Catholic, left  
God at Stanford . . . and my mother was not very strong in her Episcopal faith.” 
When Heidi was four years old, shortly aft er her brother had died, she was in 
the hospital battling encephalitis. Fearing for the loss of another child, her 
parents prayed, “If you will spare our daughter, you can take her and you can 
use her and you can have her for your glory.” Heidi defi ned this act of parental 
dedication and promise as their surrendering her to God’s plan and purpose: 
“My parents, who barely knew him, literally lift ed me to God. . . . And God 
took me—he took me and so my life’s not my own.” So began our interview 
with this remarkable missionary and evangelist whose life and message are 
having a global impact. 

 When asked by Margaret to identify a few of the factors or events that 
have shaped who she is today, Heidi responded without hesitation:

  Okay, I can absolutely identify that—March 13, 1976. I was living on an 
Indian reservation as an American fi eld service student and someone 
called to me, “Come to a revival.” I did not know what that meant. I was 
killing roaches in the dormitory, and I said, “I don’t care what a revival 
is.” I just wanted to get away from the roaches, so I went. Seriously, that’s 
the only reason I went. I wanted to get away from the bugs.   
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    figure 4.2  Th e Process of Benevolent Spiritual Transformation     
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assertion that prayer indeed is an important medium through which humans 
are empowered with what Sorokin has called “love energy.”   

 Our statistical fi ndings support and identify three distinct yet interrelated 
movements of prayer: purposive, devotional, human activity that reaches 
toward the divine; prophetic dialogue with God that emerges out of silent 
waiting for a response; and experiential transcendent union with the divine. 
We considered the eff ects that demographic diff erences—age, gender, income, 
education, and race/ethnicity—had on these three prayer forms. Th e impact 
of the demographics proved, for the most part, to be negligible.   12    What did 
help to explain diff erences in devotional prayer activities, conversations with 
the divine, and mysticism was whether the respondent self- identifi ed as a 
Pentecostal and/or charismatic Christian. (Th is fi nding refl ects the typology 
that we developed in chapter 3 to introduce four major types of exemplars.) 
Th ose respondents who professed to be pentecostal were signifi cantly more 
likely to experience all three of the prayer forms. Th ey were more likely to 
actively engage in prayer activities with great frequency than those who did 
not self-identify as pentecostal, to enter a more receptive prayer mode that 
facilitated divine-human communication, and to report mystical experiences 
that refl ect altered states of consciousness.   13    Taking these survey fi ndings and 
illuminating them with accounts from narratives from our interviews suggests 
that prayer journeys commonly include human activity that opens the pray-er 
toward a greater human receptivity of the divine presence and toward the 
transcendent experiences of mystical union with God.  

     Table 5.1   Types of Prayer   

   Type    Focus   

  1. Devotional Activity  Purposive human activity that reaches toward the 
divine (e.g., thanking or worshipping God; praying for 
needs of self and others)  

  2. Prophetic Conversation  Hearing God in a direct and supernatural way and 
responding (e.g., receiving revelations from God or 
sensing a divine call to perform a specifi c act and then 
moving in faith to manifest God’s will)  

  3. Mystical Communion  Feeling the presence of God or experiencing union 
with God (e.g., sensing God in a way that words 
cannot express)  
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visual image of the relevant interactions.  Figure  7.1     displays the “diamond 
model” of godly love that we have used from the earliest days of our research 
project to describe the relationships we are investigating.   28    Th e diamond shape 
is a starting point, but the concept of godly love is fl exible enough to allow for 
other conceptualizations, as well as linking multiple diamonds together in a 
larger interactional network.   29    Th e concept of godly love, as illustrated by this 
diamond model, has proven quite helpful in  providing a fr amework for a 
 dialogue  among various branches of social science and theology, which oft en 
seem to have a diffi  cult time speaking to each other. It has had great appeal to 
laypersons and scholars alike, thanks to its simplicity and connection with the 
well-known Christian Great Commandment to love God and love neighbor 
as self. Th e concept and model continue to be developed and refi ned through 
empirical analysis and theological refl ection.   30      

 As displayed in the fi gure, an exemplar of godly love may draw strength 
and empowerment from a number of interactional partners, including God, 
collaborators, and the benefi ciaries themselves. We have already seen this in 
the lives of exemplars like Pastor Bartow, who learned quite unexpectedly 
from a benefi ciary that he had a gift  for facilitating divine healing. Godly love 
interactions are the foundation of a process of learning to see beyond diffi  cult 
or seemingly impossible material circumstances and are essential to prevent-
ing burnout or other reasons for desisting from a life of benevolent service.   31    
No matter how bad existing conditions might be, godly love exemplars may 
“know” in their hearts that God’s plan will come to fruition in the future and 
that their purpose is to help fulfi ll this plan regardless of the personal cost. 
Robert and Paul have found this in their interviews with high-risk exemplars 
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    figure 7.1  Th e Diamond Model of Godly Love     
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theological disagreements about the proper content of benevolence. We 
return to that issue in the next chapter. For now, we provide  fi gure  7.2     pri-
marily to sum up the process of godly love based on the material we have 
presented up to this point.    

    Collaboration in America: A View fr om the GLNS   
 Consistent with the godly love model, we asked several questions in our 
national survey about collaboration in the provision of benevolent service. As 
shown in  table  7.1    , almost half of all Americans work with other people when 
they help those in need. (Th e subsequent items displayed in the table are 
based on the 1,081 respondents who actually provided some tangible form of 
help to people in need, either volunteering their time or donating money.) In 
addition to the total sample, we also include columns showing the collabora-
tion of the 121 respondents who experienced God’s love directly most fre-
quently (“more than once per day”), the 118 most prophetic people (those 
who sensed a divine call to perform a specifi c act on most days or more fre-
quently), and the 262 folks who self-identifi ed as pentecostal or charismatic. 
Th roughout this book, we have explored the evidence that a pentecostal 
worldview and pentecostal experiences are important for determining the 
quantity and quality of divine love experiences. We have concluded that self-
labeling as pentecostal (Pentecostal and/or charismatic) is less important than 
having pentecostal experiences such as participating in prophetic prayer. 
Ultimately, we might view the experience of divine love itself as a component 
of the pentecostal worldview, given how strongly pentecostal markers seem 
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    figure 7.2  Th e Process of Participating in Godly Love     
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implicated in the experience of divine love.  Table  7.1     seems to further substan-
tiate this position, without totally discounting the importance of self- labeling, 
as the High Divine Love and High Prophecy groups seem to stand out more 
dramatically from the total sample than the pentecostal/charismatic self-
identifi ers, at least on some items.   

 As the table shows, the High Divine Love (HDL) and High Prophecy 
(HP) groups have higher percentages for all items than the total sample, with 
the HDL group showing the highest scores for fi ve items and the HP group 
for two items. In three out of seven items, the pentecostal group actually had 
lower scores, although only marginally so. Th e second item on the list taps 
extensivity, with the highly prophetic primarily helping those outside their 
personal network (family, friends, coworkers) and local communities at a 
higher level (28 percent, compared with 23 percent for the total sample). 
Demonstrating the importance of religion in mobilizing benevolence, six out 
of ten Americans work with one or more religious groups to help people in 

     Table 7.1  Collaboration and Godly Love   

   Total 
Sample 
(1,208)  

  High 
Divine 
Love 
(112)    *    

  High 
Prophecy 
(118)    #    

  Pentecostal 
Self-
Identifi cation 
(262)   

  Collaborate in helping those in 
need 

 45%  54%  46%  42%  

  Primarily help outside of 
personal network or local 
community 

 23%  25%  28%  21%  

  Work with religious group to 
help those in need 

 60%  79%  71%  73%  

  Work with benefi ciaries to help 
those in need 

 50%  53%  64%  49%  

  “Strongly agree” others have 
shown great kindness 

 21%  36%  31%  24%  

  “Strongly agree” have received 
signifi cant help 

 23%  35%  34%  26%  

  “Strongly agree” feel great joy in 
helping 

 40%  63%  53%  45%  

     *    Feel God’s love directly more than once per day  
     #    Sensed a divine call to perform specifi c act most days or more oft en   
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of 118 respondents who claimed they “sensed a divine call to perform a specifi c 
act” at least on “most days,” compared with the 590  No Prophecy  respondents 
who have never had that experience.   

 Th e general trend is readily apparent: those who scored high on divine 
love or prophetic prayer experiences were more likely to give their time and/
or their money to help others; they were also more likely to report benevolent 
attitudes, indicating the importance of bonding with and helping the larger 
world. Th e pattern is somewhat more pronounced for divine love, as those 
who experience divine love most frequently score the highest on all but “giving 
more than $5,000 per year” (the highly prophetic score slightly higher on that 
item). In no case is an absence of divine love (or prophecy) associated with 
higher benevolence. 

     Table 8.1  Benevolence Frequencies by Prophetic Prayer and Divine Love   

   Total 
Sample 
(1,208)  

  High 
Divine 
Love 
(112)    *    

  No 
Divine 
Love 
(210)    **    

  High 
Prophecy 
(118)    #    

  No 
Prophecy 
(590)    ##     

  Gave time  76%  93%  62%  86%  70%  
  Gave money  73%  84%  58%  73%  67%  
  Gave time more than once 

per week 
 20%  41%  20%  40%  18%  

  Gave money: $5,000 
per year or more 

 3.4%  7.9%  2.8%  8.7%  2.1%  

  “Strongly agree” bond of 
humanity 

 23%  47%  21%  29%  20%  

  “Strongly agree” leave 
world better 

 46%  65%  39%  58%  42%  

  “Strongly agree” support 
world causes 

 17%  33%  14%  27%  15%  

  “Strongly agree” help 
humanity 

 27%  43%  23%  35%  23%  

  Income   ̂      3.22   3.16   3.46   3.16   3.41    

    *   Feel God’s love directly more than once per day  
    **   Do not feel God’s love directly  
    #   Sensed a divine call to perform specifi c act most days or more oft en  
    ##   Do not sense a divine call to perform a specifi c act  
    ̂    “3” is $36,000 to $53,999      




